Methods to involve the stakeholders
(Authorities, Administration, Fishermen, Tourism, Business)

ARCH (IPMA):
- Presented a list of possible opportunities, risks and threats
- Promoted the discussion and corrected the list
- Asked the stakeholders to score the options (questionnaires)

Opportunities
- Bivalve Production in sand flats
- Certification of lagoon products
- Attraction various types of Tourism
- Increase Urbanism in lagoon area

Risks and threats
- Instability of inlet channel (wind and sea storms)
- Retention of sediments in the upper lagoon (runoff)
- Deficit in water renewal and loss of habitats
- Flooding the lagoon margins (climate changes?)
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Scenarios likely to affect the Lagoon
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Scenarios: A = Interruption of Lagoon-sea connection; B = Decrease of the Lagoon wet area; C = Water stagnation in the Lagoon; D = Flooding of Lagoon margins